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This 2023 monograph describes a feasibility study at the Florida Cancer Data
System (FCDS) of the Python package splink for probabilistic record linkage
(PRL). splink is tested on 1 million artificial records. The results suggest that it is
feasible to use splink in linkage data requests, because splink was 50 times faster
and more accurate than the R package fastLink. However, for now, fastLink
remains better overall than splink by being easier to use.

Introduction

The Florida Cancer Data System (FCDS) usually uses the R package fastLink (Enamorado,
Fifield, and Imai 2019; Enamorado 2021) for probabilistic record linkage (PRL). The FCDS
has developed two fastLink templates which are R Markdown document templates on how
to use fastLink within the RStudio IDE. The fastLink templates provide more automated
reports in PDF. This 2023 monograph describes an FCDS feasibility study of the Python
package splink (Linacre et al. 2022) for PRL. splink is used together with Quarto Markdown
and RStudio IDE for easily reproducible results in HTML and PDF. The monograph consists
of two components:

• The main text, this document: a high-level non-technical overview (5 pages)
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• A supplement: a low-level technical showcase using 1 million artificial records (25 pages)

Many cancer registries use the Java-based Match*Pro for PRL. The FCDS prefers fastLink
over Match*Pro because fastLink was 1-2% more accurate in previous testing, and fastLink
is free (open source) and easier to use for automating reports. The current Match*Pro version
2.4 performed worse than fastLink and splink on the new test data, especially in terms
of speed. Therefore, the FCDS has little incentive to use Match*Pro. Below, we will only
compare fastLink and splink.

Feasibility is the possibility and ability for something to be done. Viability is that something’s
ability to survive. We used the TELOS framework which has five components: Technological,
Economic, Legal, Organizational, and Scheduling.

PRL is usually described as one step in a data cleaning pipeline with these four steps (e.g.,
Binette and Steorts 2022): 1) attribute alignment, 2) blocking, 3) PRL, and 4) canonicaliza-
tion. The sections below will discuss the four steps, the feasibility for three use cases, and it
will conclude with recommendations.

Step 1: Attribute alignment

Step 1, attribute alignment, is the pre-processing before step 2, blocking. An attribute is an
elementary feature of an entity such as address, date of birth, gender or name. The splink data
prerequisites are aligned attributes. Some useful packages in Python for data pre-processing
are metaphone, probablepeople, usaddress and the Python Record Linkage Toolkit for data
preprocessing.

Step 1 is the most difficult to automate of the four steps. Work will be done to test the current
FCDS automated standardization, and if acceptable will be added to the data extracted from
the FCDS database.

Step 2: Blocking

splink requires one of three link type settings: dedupe_only, link_only, and link_and_dedupe.
The setting names are self-explanatory except that splink requires extra code to remove
duplicates. Step 2, blocking, is optional in both splink and fastLink. splink has two
types of blocking rules. For step 2, blocking, splink is better than fastLink mostly by
offering OR (disjunctive) blocking which reduces the risk of missed matches (also known
as “False Negatives”, FN). The fastLink developers are working on “probabilistic blocking”
(Enamorado and Steorts 2020) where PRL is used also for blocking. However, probabilistic
blocking will likely not be available in the next release of fastLink.
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Step 3: Record linkage

In splink, the record linkage step consists of two sub-steps: 1) estimate model parameters,
and 2) predict results. Having two sub-steps enables more complicated models which often
are more accurate. Estimate model parameters means to estimate:

• 𝜆 (lambda): The probability that two random records (with no blocking) match.

• u: The probability that wrong matches match (also known as “False Positives”, FP).

• m: The probability that true matches match (also known as “True Positives”, TP).

fastLink and splink use an iterative optimization algorithm known as Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM). Two ways to get faster and more accurate results in splink than using the
default settings are to set lambda manually, and to estimate lambda and u directly.

Predict results mostly means to calculate the overall match probability. A waterfall chart
visually shows the calculation of the overall match probability.

In the fastLink templates, Table 3 is frequencies of linkage pattern and Table 4 is the con-
fusion table. A similar frequency table is less useful for splink because splink allows more
comparison values. A confusion table is very difficult to create for splink because it requires
available labeled data. Best practice in splink to visualize the results seems to be to use a
waterfall chart.

Step 4: Canonicalization

Step 4, canonicalization, is the post-processing after the PRL. For the fastLink template, the
most time consuming part is the clerical review. splink likely will require less clerical review
than the current version of fastLink. The showcase could not test clerical review since the
data were artificial. Similar to step 1, attribute alignment, splink has no feature for step 4.

For the clerical review, for now the easiest is to temporarily use R as shown in the monograph
supplement. The splink main developer, Robin Linacre, is working on a separate graphical
user interface (GUI) tool for easier clerical review.

Three possible uses of splink at the FCDS

splink is much faster than fastLink by using the SQL back-end database DuckDB. fastLink
completed the linkage in 100 minutes (1 hour and 40 minutes) whereas splink completed the
linkage in 2 minutes, which is 50 times faster. splink is also more accurate than fastLink by
enabling more complex models. On the test data, fastLink found 999,564 matches (missed
436 matches) whereas splink found 999,812 matches (missed 188 matches).
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The largest technical issue is that steps 1 and 4 require Python programming skills for splink
or R skills for fastLink. The following are feasible uses for splink at the FCDS, in order of
suggested priority:

1. Replace fastLink for linkage data requests.

The largest advantage of replacing fastLink with splink for linkage data requests is much
shorter completion time for steps 2 and 3, and possibly shorter completion time for step 4 by
having to manually review fewer records. Replacing fastLink for linkage data requests with
splink can save about 33% or 1 of 3 weeks for an average linkage data request. It would be
helpful to have a graphical user interface (GUI) for fastLink or splink. ShinyLink is a web-
based GUI for fastLink which the company Nelson Scientific Labs is developing. However,
ShinyLink is not usable yet because it does not have blocking.

The fastLink developers are working on a new release for the fall which will be more ac-
curate and faster. The improvement in accuracy will mostly come from “Active Learning”
(Enamorado 2019) which is a semi-automated way of classifying record pairs that otherwise
would require clerical review (“possibles”). The author expects about 1-2% improved accu-
racy and 5-10 times less clerical review thanks to active learning in fastLink. The next
fastLink version is expected to have the Damerau-Levenshtein string distance comparator
from the package stringdist for better partial matching of Social Security Number. splink
uses Damerau-Levenshtein from DuckDB. The next version of fastLink will not use DuckDB
because DuckDB does not perform well with input datasets over 2 million records. Instead,
fastLink is expected to be 50% faster than now by using sampling to estimate model param-
eters. That would make the expected new run time on the test data about 50 minutes or 25
times slower than splink; see the monograph supplement for the details.

2. Reduce the amount of manual review for Match*Pro de-duplication.

NAACCR requires the use of Match*Pro for de-duplication of the annually submitted data.
The much faster and more accurate splink could be useful. A splink template for linkage
data requests will make splink easier to use for de-duplication. However, a splink template
for de-duplication is better if de-duplication is the priority.

3. Replace real-time deterministic record linkages with real-time PRL.

splink is fast enough to replace the FCDS real-time (also known as “spine-based”) deter-
ministic record linkages with real-time PRL. The splink Github webpage has an example of
real-time PRL. In general, this third use case is the most high-risk and high-reward because it
affects operational processing. The FCDS relies on the consulting expertise of Advanced Con-
sulting Enterprises for the current (SQL) code. The Julia package SpineBasedRecordLinkage
is possible for real-time deterministic record linkages but to review it is outside of the scope
here.
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Recommendation

It is feasible to use splink at the FCDS, especially for replacing fastLink in linkage data
requests, because splink was 50 times faster and more accurate on the new test data. However,
for now, fastLink remains better overall than splink for the FCDS by being easier to use.
The recommendation is to continue to improve PRL at the FCDS as the 2024 monograph. For
now, the proposed topic of the 2024 monograph is titled “More Accurate Probabilistic Record
Linkage using fastLink with Active Learning”. In order of priority, these are the specific
recommendations:

• Improve the accuracy and speed of fastLink by using the expected new release.

• Improve the user-friendliness of fastLink by updating the FCDS templates from R
Markdown to Quarto Markdown. It will enable new useful features such as multi-format
support and code annotation.

• Improve the user-friendliness of fastLink and splink by reducing the need for data
cleaning. Decide if and how “standardized” variables in the FCDS database can be used
or created for the linkage data requests.

• Work with Abraham Flaxman to improve and make public the artificial test data. The
test data need to have more noise to test how accurate PRL is in terms of wrong matches
(FP).
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